Many interconnection networks can be constructed with line digraph iterations. In this paper, we will establish a general result on super line-connectivity based on the line digraph iteration which improves and generalizes several existing results in the literature.
Introduction
When an interconnection network contains possible link-fault there are two fault-tolerance measures in the literature. The deterministic measure is the maximum number of faulty links which, in any case, cannot disconnect the network. This measure is called the line-connectivity.
The probabilistic measure is the probability of the network being connected when links fail with certain probabilistic distribution. Let F be the family of all line-cuts of a digraph G. Proof. For sufficiency, assume G has properties (a) and (b). Consider a line-cut C of size d in a cyclic modification G of G. Suppose C breaks the vertex set of G into two parts A and B such that every link from A to B belongs to C. By (b), we have two cases. Case 1. Both A and B contain at least one loop-vertex. Then, C must contain a link e from the cycle G n G. Then, C ? feg forms a line-cut of G. By (a), C ? feg must be natural. Thus, either A or B contains only one vertex, so C must be natural in G .
Case 2. Either A or B contains only one vertex. Thus, C must be natural in G . For necessity, we first assume that G does not have property (b). This means that there exists a line-cut C of size d which breaks the vertex set of G into two parts A and B such that jAj 2, jBj 2, and either A or B contains no loop-vertex. Clearly, C is also an evidence to witness that G has no super line-connectivity d. Now, we assume that G does not have property (a). Suppose C is a line-cut of size d ? 1 which breaks the vertex set of G into two parts A and B such that jAj 2, jBj 2, and all links from A to B belong to C. We connect all loop-vertices in A into a path P A and all loop-vertices in B into a path P B , and then connect two path into a cycle Q. With this cycle, we can obtain a cyclic modification G of G such that C together with the link in the cycle Q from A to B form a line-cut of size d for G , which witnesses that G has no super line-connectivity d. To do so, consider a minimum line-cut Figure 1 : jCj = jUj = jWj = jV j.
U cannot share the same ending vertex (recall the assumption that jV j 2). Therefore, U must consist of out-links at a vertex x and W must consist of in-links at a vertex y (Fig. 1 ). It also follows that jV j = jCj. We next show that any v in V is not a loop-vertex. In fact, for otherwise, suppose some v 2 V has a loop. Then the loop being in A would introduce a link ((v; v); (v; y)) from A to B, but not in C, and the loop being in B would introduce a link ((x; v); (v; v)) from A to B, but not in C, a contradiction.
Note that at each v 2 V , every in-link other than (x; v) belongs to B and every out-link other than (v; y) belongs to A. Those through vertex x and hence must contain link (x; v 2 ). To see this, suppose P is a path from v 1 to y not going through x. It is clear that P must go through v 2 . The first link in P is an out-link of v 1 and thus it is in A. The case when jWj = 1 can be done similarly. The following is a special case of Theorem 2.2, since every cyclic modification of a d-regular digraph G with super line-connectivity d is the same as G. Proof. Going over the proof of Theorem 2.2, we may find that only in the proof of Claim 4 we need to avoid the exceptional case that d = 2 and G contains a loop. The proof cannot proceed because in this case jUj = jWj = 1. Assume U = f(u; v)g and W = f(v; w)g. Then, both U and W can be natural line-cuts of G while u and w are loop-vertices, but v 2 V is not. This produces a path of length two between two loop-vertices.
Applications
We look at several examples in this section. B(d; 1) ). We claim that every cyclic modification of B(d; 1) has super line-connectivity d. 
Discussion
The line digraph iteration preserves the degree, that is, the line digraph of a d-regular digraph is still d-regular. This is a very important property different from line graph iteration. This property enable the line digraph iteration to become a very useful tool to study interconnection networks.
Many important properties can be preserved through line digraph iterations [8, 6, 4, 14] under certain conditions. Those conditions should be carefully established.
